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Environmental News
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Conservation and sustainability happenings in the settlement
Issue No. 2
Uncommon
recyclables
We all know we can
recycle our soda
cans. The following
are some lesser
known items that
can be recycled in
Kalaupapa too!
DVDs and CDs

Small household
batteries (in a
box at the store
porch)

Bottled water harmful to wallet, environment
Bottled water industry is a $10 billion a year industry in the United States. Up to
forty-percent of bottled water comes straight from a tap, which is low-cost and
allows some bottlers to make 1,000 % profit by selling it.
Our tap water in Kalaupapa costs an average of $0.00088 per gallon. Buying
20 ounce bottles of water, on the other hand, costs about $5 gallon. Kalaupapa
has award-winning tap water. We should feel blessed with such quality water
and drink it with gratitude and appreciation.
Up to 1/3 of bottled water exceeded contamination levels for purity guidelines
in a study by the Natural Resources Defense Council. Most common contaminants? Arsenic and carcinogens like phthalate - which is a component of plastic bottles. Bottled water is typically no healthier than tap water.
It takes almost 50 million barrels of oil each year
to produce the bottles for the bottled water sold
in the United States. This is equivalent to 100,000
cars driven for a year.
Each bottle of water requires 5 times as much
water to manufacture the bottle as what is inside.
Next time you reach for a bottle of water, please
consider filling up a reusable bottle from the tap instead.
Source: www.foodandwaterwatch.org

Bubblewrap & packing material free bin @ Post Office
Bubblewrap, packing peanuts and similar materials are now being collected.
If you have some that are re-usable, please do not throw away.
Instead, put in collection bin at the Post Office.
For anyone that needs packing material, help yourself to
the second-hand packaging.

YOU’RE INVITED….

